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Abstract
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis holds that human thought is shaped by language, leading speakers of
different languages to think differently. This hypothesis has sparked both enthusiasm and controversy,
but despite its prominence it has only occasionally been addressed in computational terms. Recent
developments support a view of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in terms of probabilistic inference. This view
may resolve some of the controversy surrounding the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, and may help to normalize
the hypothesis by linking it to established principles that also explain other phenomena. On this view,
effects of language on non-linguistic cognition or perception reflect standard principles of inference under
uncertainty.

Introduction
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis holds that the semantic categories of one’s native language influence
thought, and that as a result speakers of different languages think differently. This idea has captured the
imaginations of many, and has inspired a large literature. However the hypothesis is also controversial, for
at least two reasons, one theoretical and the other empirical. Theoretically, the hypothesis is controversial
because it appears to challenge the widely-held belief that human thought rests on a universal cognitive
foundation. Such a universalist assumption is essential to many theories, and consistent with many
findings, so a challenge to it can appear intellectually nihilistic. Empirically, the hypothesis is controversial
because although there are findings that support it, some such findings have an inconsistent record of
replication. This empirically mixed picture means that it is not always clear whether the hypothesis is
firmly supported. In both these respects, then, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis occupies a troubled and
contested position.
Considering the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis through the lens of probabilistic inference has the potential
to resolve both of these issues. Recent work has cast the hypothesis in probabilistic terms, and has
accounted for data supporting the hypothesis while retaining the assumption of a universal groundwork
for cognition. An important insight provided by this perspective is that cognitive uncertainty may play
a central role in modulating effects of language on cognition. Although it is natural to ask in simple
yes-or-no terms whether the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is supported, it may be more profitable to instead
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think in terms of a continuum: from language not affecting cognition, to affecting it somewhat, to
affecting it strongly. According to the perspective explored here, uncertainty will determine where along
that continuum a given situation falls. For example, you may be thinking of an object and find that some
of its details are not mentally available to you, whether because of fading memory, fatigue, or some other
factor inducing uncertainty in your mental representation. In such circumstances, the mental uncertainty
essentially opens the door to language to fill in some of the missing elements, and there should be a
relatively strong effect of language. In contrast, when relevant non-linguistic information is comparatively
certain, when object details are already clearly mentally available, there is little missing information for
language to supply, so there should be little or no effect of language. Essentially, uncertainty may be
thought of as providing a kind of “cognitive control knob” that sweeps continuously from no effect of
language on cognition, to stronger such effects. In this way, the inclusion of uncertainty as a proposed
mediating force has the potential to explain some of the inconsistency of the empirical record.
We lay out this argument primarily with respect to color cognition, because relevant research connecting
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis with probabilistic inference has been focused there. In what follows, we first
briefly review the relevant empirical terrain, namely tests of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that highlight
the sources of controversy referenced above, focusing on the domain of color. We then review the
relevant theoretical terrain, namely probabilistic models that have treated related phenomena involving
the integration of multiple cues, highlighting the central role of cognitive or perceptual uncertainty in
these models. Finally, we review recent work that has brought these two strands of research together by
exploring the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in terms of probabilistic inference.

The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, with emphasis on color
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is captured in the following passage from Sapir: 1
Human beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor alone in the world of social activity
as ordinarily understood, but are very much at the mercy of the particular language which
has become the medium of expression for their society. It is quite an illusion to imagine that
one adjusts to reality essentially without the use of language and that language is merely an
incidental means of solving particular problems of communication or reflection. The fact of
the matter is that the ‘real world’ is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language
habits of the group. (p. 209)
and the following passage from Whorf: 2
We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages. The categories and types
that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not find there because they stare
every observer in the face; on the contrary, the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of
impressions which has to be organized by our minds—and this means largely by the linguistic
systems in our minds. (p. 213)
Even those antagonistic to this proposal have acknowledged that its “implication is heavy,” 3 and the
hypothesis has attracted attention for many years, oscillating in character from enthusiastic to dismissive
and back again. 4 The empirical literature concerning the hypothesis has explored the effects of language
on cognition about color, number, spatial frames of reference, object individuation, and the understanding
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of false belief, among other domains. Here we provide a brief review of this literature specifically in
the domain of color, and specifically with respect to the sources of controversy sketched above. More
broad-ranging reviews of the literature as a whole are available elsewhere. 5–9
Color is a classic testing ground for the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. It is an accessible domain, relatively
easily described and measured, and languages differ in the ways they divide it into categories. Early
findings in this domain were taken to support the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. 10 Subsequently however it
was noted that there are universal tendencies in color naming patterns across unrelated languages, 11
suggesting a universal cognitive or perceptual basis beneath these linguistic regularities—inconsistent
with any reading of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that would deny the existence of such a universal basis.
This universalist interpretation was further supported by the finding of similarities in color cognition
across speakers of languages with dissimilar color naming systems, 12;13 and for many years (the late
1960s through the late 1990s) this view dominated. During this period, investigation of the Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis itself sometimes assumed a universal basis underlying the effect of language, 14 and more
generally the emphasis of the time was on universals rather than variation.
The pendulum began to swing back to greater interest in the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in the late 1990s
and 2000s, 15–21 and in the color domain this was initiated in large part by the work of Roberson and
colleagues. 15–17 They attempted to replicate the earlier finding of similarities in color cognition across
speakers of different languages—and failed to do so. Instead, they found differences in color memory
that were congruent with the rather different color naming systems of the two languages they examined:
Berinmo, a language of Papua New Guinea, and English. 15;17 For example, in a color memory task,
participants showed best performance for pairs of colors that were named differently in their native
language, yielding language-congruent differences in color memory. A later study obtained similar findings
comparing speakers of English and Himba, a language of Namibia. 19 These findings, together with
subsequent similar findings from other groups, 20;21 are widely taken as support for the Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis in the domain of color.
At the same time, the two tensions that have surrounded the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis generally have
continued to do so in the color domain. With respect to universality, during the period in which
greater evidence began to accumulate suggesting that language can affect color cognition, evidence
also accumulated supporting cross-language universal tendencies in color naming. 22–25 These parallel
developments underscored the need for a way to explain effects of language on cognition (for which we
have evidence) while retaining a universal cognitive or perceptual foundation for color categorization (for
which we also have evidence). With respect to replication, while several studies have found effects of
language on color memory and perception, others have failed to do so, 26;27 as reflected in the title of a
recent article: “Whorfian effects on colour memory are not reliable”. 27 Thus, despite the substantial
evidence supporting the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in the color domain, the picture remains unsettled, both
theoretically and empirically.

Probabilistic inference
A way to resolve this unsettled state of affairs is suggested by an apparently unrelated phenomenon: how
humans judge the size of an object by integrating cues from vision and touch. Ernst and Banks 28 noted:
When a person looks at an object while exploring it with their hand, vision and touch both
provide information for estimating the properties of the object. Vision frequently dominates
3

Box 1. Overview.
The general idea behind the research we review is
illustrated in Figure 1. A stimulus S is observed,
and it leaves behind two cues c1 and c2 in the
observer’s mind; the observer then combines these
two cues to obtain an estimate Ŝ of the original
stimulus S. We consider two variants of this
general schema.
Perceptual cue integration. Both cues are perceptual, and must be fused to yield an integrated
percept. For example, visual and haptic cues may
be integrated to yield an estimate of object size.
Category adjustment model. One of the two
cues is a representation of the particular object
observed, and the other represents the general
category in which it falls. The estimate combines information from these two representations.
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis may be cast in these
terms when the category is given by language.

s
c2

c1
s
^

Figure 1. A stimulus S produces two cues
c1 , c2 . From these cues, we obtain an
estimate Ŝ of the original stimulus.

the integrated visual-haptic percept, [...] but in some circumstances the percept is clearly
affected by haptics [...]. (p. 429)
Broadly speaking, this empirically mixed situation mirrors the one we have seen concerning effects of
native language on cognition and perception: sometimes effects of language are found, but sometimes
not. This parallel motivates a closer look at the proposed resolution to this situation in the case of vision
and touch, to determine whether the same general principles may also apply to effects of language. Box
1 presents a schematic overview of these principles, and a roadmap for the remainder of the paper.

Perceptual cue integration
Perceptual cue integration is often cast in terms of probabilistic inference, 28–32 which provides a normative
standard to which human behavior can be compared. According to this standard, when combining
information from different sources, the optimal way to combine them is to average the sources together,
weighted by the certainty of each source of information. For example, in the vision-and-touch context,
Ernst and Banks 28 proposed that humans combine visual and haptic cues to object size in line with this
principle, and provided empirical evidence supporting that proposal. They argued that the reason vision
often dominates in the integrated percept is that visual cues tend to be more certain than haptic ones,
and cues should be weighted by certainty. This certainty-weighting notion is illustrated in Figure 2, and
Box 2 shows how this idea follows from general principles.
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Figure 2. Probabilistic cue integration, weighted by cue certainty. Probability densities for haptic (H)
and visual (V ) cues are shown in dashed outline, and their combination (V H) is shown in solid outline.
When the haptic and visual cues are equally certain (left panel), the combination is centered evenly
between them. When the visual cue is more certain (right panel), the combination is centered nearer to
the visual than the haptic cue. (Adapted from Ref. 28.)
Box 2. Weighting by certainty in probabilistic cue integration.
Ernst and Banks’ 28 formulation of cue integration may be derived as follows. Assume that c1 and
c2 are perceptual cues that were produced by some stimulus S. Assume that each of these three
variables (S, c1 , c2 ) is specified by a probability distribution along a single continuum (e.g. size),
such that the width of each distribution captures cognitive/perceptual uncertainty about the value
of the corresponding variable on that continuum. Assume that the cues c1 and c2 are independent
and normally distributed with means µ1 , µ2 and variances σ12 , σ22 . Finally, assume that there is no
a priori preference for any particular value for S, such that the prior p(S) is uniform. Given these
representations and assumptions, cue integration can be cast as the problem of inferring what the
stimulus S must have been, given the cues c1 and c2 :
p(S|c1 , c2 ) ∝ p(c1 , c2 |S)p(S)

[Bayes’ rule]

= p(c1 |c2 , S)p(c2 |S)p(S)
= p(c1 |S)p(c2 |S)p(S)

(2)
[because c1 is independent of c2 given S]

(3)

[because p(S) is uniform]

(4)

[because c1, c2 are normally distributed]

(5)

∝ p(c1 |S)p(c2 |S)
=

N (µ1 , σ12 )

(1)

N (µ2 , σ22 )

The product of these two normal distributions is itself proportional to a normal distribution with:
µ12 =

σ12

σ22
σ2
µ1 + 2 1 2 µ2
2
+ σ2
σ1 + σ2

and

2
σ12
=

σ12 σ22
+ σ22

σ12

(6)

This yields weighting by certainty: in the combined mean µ12 , each cue’s mean is weighted
proportionally to the other cue’s variance, so the lower variance (more certain) cue receives more
2 of the combination is no greater (and generally less)
weight in the combination. The variance σ12
than the variance of either cue alone. We have laid this reasoning out in some detail here because
it is relevant to the probabilistic framing of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, as we will see below.

Category adjustment model
The category adjustment model is a class of probabilistic model originally advanced by Huttenlocher,
Hedges, and colleagues to explain category effects on memory. 33–36 According to this model, experiences
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are mentally encoded in memory at two levels: (1) a fine-grained memory of a particular object or
event experienced, and (2) a designation of the general category in which the object or event fell, both
represented as probability distributions. For example, consider the simple task of seeing a dot located
somewhere inside a circle, and then reconstructing from memory where the dot was. 34 If the circle is
implicitly categorically divided into four quadrants defined by the horizontal and vertical axes, then the
memory of the dot’s location would be composed of a fine-grained and unbiased but inexact memory of
the actual location (the particular), and the quadrant of the circle within which it fell (the category). To
reconstruct the dot’s location from memory, one would probabilistically combine evidence from these two
representations following the general principles we have just seen for probabilistic cue integration, biasing
the reconstructed memory toward the center of the category, such that a more uncertain memory for the
particular would yield a greater effect of the category. The category adjustment model can be seen as a
form of probabilistic cue integration in which one of the cues is a category, rather than a perceptual cue
from another modality.
To illustrate these ideas further, and to highlight especially the role of uncertainty, consider the task
of remembering the date when a certain event occurred. This task was studied by Huttenlocher and
colleagues 33 by asking students at a university to recall when specific movies were shown on campus.
The university in question divided the academic year into fall, winter, and spring quarters, so these
quarters were presumed to be the relevant temporal categories. Consistent with a category adjustment
model, they found that students exhibited category-consistent biases in their memories of when a given
movie was shown. Specifically, students tended to remember movies as occurring nearer the middle of the
academic quarter than they had actually occurred. Importantly, this bias was greater for movies further
in the past—consistent with a gradual fading of memory for the specific date (increasing uncertainty for
the fine-grained particular) leading to greater influence of the academic quarter (the category). The
same principles have also been used to explain category effects on judgments of the location of objects
in the world, 37 object size, 35;38 shades of gray, and line length, 35 and on the perception of vowels in
speech. 39 The mathematical details of the various models sometimes differ, but the general principles
are the same, and sometimes even the details are the same. For example, in Feldman et al.’s 39 model of
category effects on vowel perception, the critical notion of certainty-weighting is captured in an equation
(their Equation 6, p. 758) that is identical to Equation 6 of Box 2 above.

The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and probabilistic inference
The principles we have just reviewed have the potential to resolve some of the controversy surrounding
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. That hypothesis holds that native-language categories shape cognition, and
the principles we have reviewed suggest a specific way in which this might happen. Importantly, they do
so while retaining the assumption of a universal basis for cognition and perception. For example, cue
integration models explain how a haptic cue might bias the influence of a visual one, while positing a single
undistorted perceptual space underlying both cues and the resulting integrated percept (recall Figure 2).
Similarly, in the movies example above, bias in memory reflects the institutionally-defined categories of
the academic quarter system—and in this model, as in cue integration models, the underlying mental
timeline is not itself biased or distorted in any way. Instead, the memory bias arises from an interaction
between a proposed universal mental timeline and conventionally defined temporal categories represented
relative to it. Different categories, for instance academic semesters rather than quarters, should yield
different bias patterns, again without affecting the underlying universal timeline. If we simply replace the
institutionally-defined categories of academic quarters and semesters with categories supplied by native
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language, such an account has the potential to accommodate effects of language on cognition without
calling into question the important idea of a universal cognitive foundation—thus resolving one source of
controversy.
The other source of controversy we have considered concerns replicability: although there are findings
that indicate effects of language on cognition, they do not always replicate reliably. Considering these
phenomena through the lens of a category adjustment model has the potential to resolve this tension as
well. As we have seen, in such models, the effect of the category is strongest when there is substantial
uncertainty in the fine-grained representation of the particular instance seen. For example, if you wish to
recall a particular hue of green that you have seen, but your memory of that particular hue is uncertain,
on this account your recall of it would be biased toward the center of the English linguistic color category
in which it fell: green. In contrast, if there is little uncertainty in the fine-grained representation, the
effect of the category would be very small, and in the limiting case the category effect may not be
empirically detectable—which could explain some of the failures to replicate. Thus, the central role of
uncertainty in modulating category effects in the category adjustment model offers a possible resolution
of the second source of tension concerning the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
Figure 3 presents an overview of a category adjustment model instantiating these ideas in the domain of
color. Several studies have explored ideas related to the one illustrated here. The notion that effects of
language on cognition may arise from the interplay of verbal codes with perceptual representations is
well-represented in the literature, 14;16;40–42 and several studies have appealed to variants of the category
adjustment model in this connection, in the color domain and others. 43–45 Recently, a number of studies
have tested such ideas directly by comparing empirical data with the output of computational category
adjustment models. 46–49
An especially relevant recent study is that of Bae et al. (2015). 48 They investigated the relation of English
color naming and color memory in U.S. undergraduates, and sought to account for their empirical findings
using a category adjustment model. In their study, participants were shown a color, and attempted to
identify that color on a color wheel that was presented either simultaneously with the target color, or after
a delay. Other participants indicated the extensions of basic English color terms relative to the same set
of colors. Consistent with the principles of the category adjustment model, they found that participants’
reconstructions of colors exhibited bias patterns that reflected the categories named by English color
terms, such that responses were “biased away from category boundaries and toward category centers” (p.
744). Importantly, they also found that such category-congruent bias was stronger when participants
responded after a delay than when they responded simultaneously with stimulus presentation. Delay also
led to greater variance in responses, suggesting greater uncertainty in the representation of the particular
color seen. Thus, these findings are consistent with the general certainty-weighting prediction of the
category adjustment model. Finally, they compared their empirical reconstruction data to simulated
responses by a computational category adjustment model based on the English color naming data they
had collected, and obtained a good fit, as illustrated in Figure 4.
These findings support the principles of the category adjustment model in the color domain, when the
relevant categories are English color terms. However, because they are based only on English, they do
not directly test the core claim of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which is that different category systems
in different languages will lead to corresponding differences in cognition.
A recent study by Cibelli et al. (2016) 49 addressed that claim directly. They considered the cross-language
color naming and memory data of Roberson and colleagues 17;19 that we reviewed above, through the lens
of a computational category adjustment model. The central notion of certainty-weighting in that model
was instantiated using Equation 6 of Box 2 above, as in Ernst and Banks’ 28 model of cue integration
7
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Figure 3. A category adjustment model applied to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in the domain of color.
An observed stimulus is encoded in two ways: (1) a fine-grained representation of the stimulus itself,
shown as a (gray) distribution over stimulus space centered at the stimulus’ location in that space, and
(2) the language-specific category (e.g. English “green”) in which the stimulus falls, shown as a separate
(green) distribution over the same space, centered at the category prototype. The stimulus is
reconstructed by combining these two sources of information through probabilistic inference, resulting in
a reconstruction of the stimulus (black distribution) that is biased toward the category prototype. The
amount of bias is determined by the uncertainty of the fine-grained representation. (Reprinted from Ref.
49.)
and Feldman et al.’s 39 model of category effects in vowel perception.
The left panel of Figure 5 compares the color naming systems of English and Berinmo against a standard
color naming grid, and also highlights the ranges of colors for which Roberson and colleagues collected
color memory data. Roberson and colleagues employed a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task:
participants were shown a color, then shown that color again together with a different distractor color,
and asked which was the color they had seen originally. The pairs of colors were chosen to lie either within
or across a category boundary in the participants’ native language, and as can be seen, these boundaries
fall in different places for the two languages. Cibelli et al. created two category adjustment models,
one with the category component determined by Berinmo color naming data, and the other with the
category component determined by English color naming data. Because category adjustment models bias
memories for particular stimuli toward the prototypes of native-language categories, colors on opposite
sides of a native-language category boundary are pulled in opposite directions, making such cross-category
pairs easier to discriminate in memory. The right panel of Figure 5 shows empirical performance on
the 2AFC color memory task by Berinmo and English speakers for various pairs of colors, 17 compared
in each case with the simulated responses of the native-language category adjustment model. It can
be seen that the empirical results differ substantially across languages, that the best performance in
each case is for color pairs that cross a native-language boundary, and that the native-language category
8

Figure 4. A category adjustment model accounts for bias patterns in color memory. 48 In each panel,
the horizontal axis denotes the hue of a target color that participants saw, and the vertical axis denotes
bias in memory: positive values indicate that the color in question was remembered as being a color
further to the left along the horizontal axis than it actually was, and negative values indicate that the
color was remembered as being a color further to the right. Colored dots denote empirical data, and
black circles denote estimates provided by a category adjustment model based on English color naming.
Comparison of the upper and lower panels reveals that delay (and thus greater uncertainty) produces
greater category-congruent bias. (Reprinted from Ref. 48.)
adjustment models provide a reasonable fit to the memory data from each language. Similar results were
also found when simulating findings from a study that compared color naming and cognition in English
and Himba, 19 and in simulating effects of stimulus presentation order across all three languages. 50
The findings we have reviewed in this section show that standard principles of probabilistic inference
can account for data that have been taken to support the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. In doing so, they
underscore the important role that uncertainty appears to play in mediating such category effects. We
have suggested that cognitive or perceptual uncertainty may help to explain why effects of language
on cognition are sometimes found and sometimes not, and there are hints in the literature that are
consistent with that suggestion. For example, a recent study 51 failed to find consistent category effects
in a color discrimination task with participants who had had extensive prior experience with a related
color perception task. In contrast, that study and another 52 did find category effects in participants
who had had no or much less such prior experience. A possible interpretation of these results is that
extensive prior experience—effectively a form of perceptual training—enabled participants to encode
colors with greater perceptual certainty, which would account for the absence of a category effect in the
experienced participants. (We thank Gary Lupyan for drawing our attention to this connection.)
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Figure 5. Left: English (top panel) and Berinmo (bottom panel) color naming systems, both mapped
against a standard color naming grid in which lightness varies by row and hue varies by column. Each
false-colored region represents the extension of a named color category. The white rectangles denote
ranges of colors for which Roberson et al. 17 collected color memory data; these are the same ranges for
the two languages. (Reprinted from Ref. 15.) Right: Empirical color memory performance by Berinmo
and English speakers for various color pairs, 17 compared with the fit of category adjustment models
based on native-language color naming. 49 Model fits are range-matched to the empirical data.
(Reprinted from Ref. 49.)

Number, and other domains
An important remaining question is whether these ideas will extend to other semantic domains, for
example number. Language is implicated in some forms of numerical cognition and not others: 53
Infants and [non-human] animals appear to represent only the first three numbers exactly.
Beyond this range, they can approximate “numerosity,” with a fuzziness that increases
linearly with the size of the numbers involved (Weber’s law). ... Exact arithmetic would
require language, whereas approximation would not. (p. 499)
Thus the ability to represent numbers approximately is often taken to be universal, whereas the ability to
represent large numbers exactly, such as the number 54, is often taken to rely on a linguistic counting
system, which exists alongside the approximate number system. This view is supported by evidence
documenting an inability to accurately represent exact high numerosity in speakers of languages with
counting systems that lack terms for such exact high numbers, 53;54 and by a similar inability in speakers
of English whose verbal representations have been temporarily suppressed through a verbal interference
task. 55 In such cases, people appear to fall back on the approximate number system for representing
high numerosities.
These findings appear to be consistent, at least in broad outline, with the category adjustment model.
Consider Figure 3 again, but this time imagine that the stimulus is a large number, e.g. 54, that the
universal non-linguistic representation (on the left) is an approximate representation of that quantity,
and that the language-specific category (on the right) is the English number word “fifty-four”. The
probability distribution corresponding to the universal approximate representation will be wide, encoding
the uncertainty associated with that representation. In contrast, the probability distribution associated
10

with the number word “fifty-four” will be a degenerate distribution with probability mass only at the
number 54, and thus with no uncertainty. These two distributions will then be combined using the
same certainty-weighting principles applied to color. Because the linguistic representation for number
here has perfect certainty, it will dominate absolutely, and the resulting combined representation will be
identical to it and will show no trace of the universal approximate representation; this is a mirror image
of the hypothetical case considered earlier in which perfect certainty of the fine-grained non-linguistic
representation yielded no effect of language. However, when linguistic numerical codes are not available,
either because of the nature of the language’s counting system or because of verbal interference, it is
natural to represent the (non-existent) linguistic code with a uniform distribution—in which case the
combination would be identical to the approximate representation. It remains to be seen whether this
account of language and number will survive more detailed examination, but some general findings do
appear to be compatible with it.

Conclusions
Viewing the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis through the lens of probabilistic inference—and of the category
adjustment model in particular—may be useful in several ways. This perspective echoes ideas that Whorf
himself appears to have held, as interpreted by Kay and Kempton: 14
Whorf [...] suggests that he conceives of experience as having two tiers: one, a kind of rock
bottom, inescapable seeing-things-as-they-are (or at least as human beings cannot help but
see them), and a second, in which [the semantic structures of a particular language] cause
us to classify things in ways that could be otherwise (and are otherwise for speakers of a
different language). (p. 76)
These two tiers map naturally onto the two halves of the category adjustment model: the universal
fine-grained representation (a “rock bottom, inescapable” representation), and the language-specific
category (which may vary from language to language). Kay and Kempton argued further that these
two tiers interact, such that “there do appear to be incursions of linguistic categorization into apparently nonlinguistic processes of thinking” (p. 77). The category adjustment model suggests a precise
specification of how such incursions may happen, and under what principles.
We have argued that viewing the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in these terms has the potential to resolve some
of the controversy and tension surrounding it. One source of tension is the question of universality: on
at least some readings, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is incompatible with the important and widely-held
assumption of a universal foundation for cognition. The category adjustment model—and the “two tiers”
notion more generally—helps to resolve this tension by showing how one may engage the hypothesis
seriously while retaining the assumption of a universal underlying representation. The other primary
source of tension is the question of replication. We have suggested that considering effects of language on
cognition in terms of probabilistic inference has the potential to resolve this issue as well, by highlighting
the important role of cognitive uncertainty in such effects. On this view, uncertainty can operate as a
cognitive control knob, moving from situations in which there is no effect of language-specific categories
(the hypothetical case in which the fine-grained universal representation is perfectly certain), to situations
in which there is an effect only of the language-specific categories (the case of exact high numerosity),
with various mixtures in between. While we have seen some initial evidence consistent with this view,
more is needed, to test more comprehensively the proposed modulating role of uncertainty.
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Most generally, approaching the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in these terms has the potential to normalize
the hypothesis, such that it need not be seen as an intellectually threatening idea with an ill-understood
empirical basis, but may instead be seen as a reflection of general principles that also explain other
aspects of cognition and perception.
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